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Apparatus for testing ground station ranging equip 
ment and cooperating spacecraft transponder equipment, 
both of which are ground based and stationary during the 
testing process. The testing apparatus includes a first &e- 
quency translator for transferring a code-modulated 
radio-frequency ranging signal from the ground station 
transmitter to the receiver portion of the spacecraft trans- 
ponder, such first frequency translator operating to shift 
the frequency of the radio-frequency carrier to simulate 
an up-link Doppler effect which might be encountered in 
actual space flight. The testing apparatus also includes 
circuit means which are coupled to the modulation signal 
generating portion of the ground station transmitter for 
shifting the frequency of the modulation signal compo- 
nents by an amount representing the corresponding 
Doppler effect on the radio-frequency carrier sidebands 
produced by such modulation components. The testing 
apparatus further includes time delay means coupled to 
the modulation signal generating portion of the ground 
station transmitter for time delaying the code modulation 
signals before they are supplied to the radio-frequency 
modulator portion of such transmitter. The testing appa- 
ratus additionally includes a second frequency translator 
for transferring the reply signal from the spacecraft trans- 
ponder transmitter to the ground station receiver, such 
second frequency translator operating to shift the fre- 
quency of the returning radio-frequency carrier signal 
to simulate the corresponding down-link Doppler effect. 
bands. In other words, th magnitude of the Doppler 
effect is frequency dependent as well as velocity de- 
D ~ A ~ ~ C  ~ Q ~ ~ E E ~  pendent. The higher the transmitted frequency, the 
greater the Doppler shift for a given velocity. As a result, 
The spectrum width is expanded if the transmitter and re- 
ceiver are approaching one another and contracted if the 
transmitter and receiver are receding from one another. 
In general, the relative velocity between a transmitter 
and a receiver which are located on two different moving 
bodies is not likely to be constant at least not for very 
long. For example, for the case of a ground-based trans- 
mitter and a spacecraft receiver, it is the radial compo- 
15 nent of velocity that determines the magnitude of the 
Doppler shift. By radial component is meant the vector 
component of the spacecraft velocity which is directed in 
a straight line manner at the ground station transmitter. 
As the spacecraft moves from horizon to horizon over a 
20 ground station, this radial component of velocity is con- 
stantly changing. Thus the Doppler effect on a radio 
signal being transmitted between the ground station and 
the spacecraft is constantly changing. The individual fre- 
quency components are being continually shifted and 
Needless to say, it is desirable to ground test the var- 
ious ground station-to-spacecraft and spacecraft-to-space- 
craft communications systems and ranging (distance 
measuring) systems before such systems are put into 
3" actual use. The degree of confidence which is provided by 
such ground testing is largely dependent upon the degree 
of realism which can be acicomplished in simulating 
actual space flight conditions. This, of course, includes 
the simulation of the Doppler effect. 
Unfortunately, it is not easy to realistically simulate a 
continually varying Doppler effect for the case of a mod- 
ulated radio-frequency carrier signal, particularly where 
the modulation involves any degree of complexity or is 
itself changing with time. The various frequency com- 
40 ponents are continually shifting by different amounts and 
the overall bandwidth is continually changing. Prior to 
the present invention, it is not known that anyone has 
ever proposed a practical system for the precise simula- 
tion of Doppler effects in such a situation. BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION of the United States Government and may be manu- 
hctured and used by or for the Government for govern- It is an object of the invention, therefore, to  provide 
mental purposes without the payment of any royalties new and improved apparatus for testing spacecraft radio- 
thereon or therefor. frequency ranging and communications equipment in a 
This invention relates to apparatus for testing space- 50 manner which simulates the Doppler effect on the radio- 
craft radio-frequency ranging and communications equip- frequency signals under actual space flight conditions. 
ment in a manner which simulates actual space flight con- It is another object of the invention to provide new 
(litiws. and improved apparatus for simulating space flight 
When transmitting radio signals between a ground sta- Doppler effects on a radio-frequency signal having rela- 
tion and a moving spacecraft or between two spacecraft 55 tively complex signal modulation. 
moving at different velocities relative to one another, the It is a further object of the invention to provide new 
frequency of the received signal differs from the frequency and improved apparatus for simulating space flight Dopp- 
o€ &e transmitted signal because of the Doppler effect. ler effects on a radio-frequency signal wherein the simula- 
T4e received signal may be either higher Or lower in tion program can be readily changed to simulate a wide 
frequency than the transmitted signal, depending on 60 variety of flight patterns and orbital patterns. 
whether the transmitter and receiver are approaching or It is an additional object of the invention to provide 
are receding from one another. The magnitude of the new and improved apparatus for testing spacecraft rang- 
hquency change depends on the velocity of the trans- ing equipment and which is capable of simolating lunar 
mitter relative to the receiver or vice versa. The greater distance type radio wave propagation time factors as well 
the relative velocity, the greater the frequency change. 65 as space flight Doppler effects. 
E the radio signal is modualted, then it includes not In accordance with the invention, there is provided 
only the carrier frequency but also a series of sideband apparatus for testing spacecraft radio-frequency ranging 
lkquencies which are produced by the various frequency and communications equipment in a manner which simu- 
components of the modulation signal. The Doppler efFect lates actual space flight conditions. Such apparatus com- 
also operates on these sidebands, but the amount of the 70 prises frequency translation means for transferring a 
frequency shift is different than that of the carrier fre- modulated radio-frequency carrier signal from trans- 
quency and it is different for each of the different side- mitting equipment to separate receiving equipment, both 
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of which are stationary relative to one another during 
the testing process. Such frequency translation means in- 
cludes means for shifting the frequency of the radio- 
frequency carrier by an amount representing a Doppler 
effect which might be encountered when at least one of 
these equipments is moving at a spacecraft velocity rela- 
receives the radio-frequency signal, demodulates the code 
signal and then remodulates the code signal onto a new 
radio-frequency carrier signal which is transmitted back 
to the ground station equipment 10. The ground station 
equipment 1@ then demodulates the received signal and 
performs a correlation operation on the demodulated 
tive to the other. The testing apparatus further includes 
signal-modifying circuit means coupled to the modula- 
tion signal generating portion of the transmitting equip- 
ment for causing a modified modulation signal to be 
supplied to the carrier modulator portion of such equip- 
ment. Each frequency component of such modified modu- 
lation signal has a frequency shift representing the corre- 
sponding Doppler effect on the radio-frequency carrier 
sidebands for such frequency component. 
For a better understanding of the present invention, 
together with other and further objects and features there- 
of, reference is made to the following description taken 
in connection with the accomuanvinn drawings. the scoue 
code signal sequences. This correlation operation pro- 
vides a measurement of the round-trip propagation time 
of the radio waves from the ground station to the space- 
craft and then back again. Such propagation time is, 
of course, proportional to the separation distance be- 
tween the ground station and the spacecraft. 
The ground station equipment 1@ includes a master 
oscillator I§ oscillating at a frequency f., of, for example, 
5 20 megahertz. The signal from oscillator 15 is supplied 
to a modulation signal generating portion of the equip- 
ment, which portion is comprised of a transmitter clock 
signal generator 16 and a transmitter code signal gen- 
erator 17. The clock signal generator 16 is svnchronized 
of the invention being pointedoui inthe appeided claims. 20 by the signals from the oscillator 15 and prod;ces an out- 
put square-wave signal having a frequency fc  of, for ex- 
ample, 500 kilohertz. Such clock signal drives the code 
Referring to the drawings: generator 17 which, in turn, generates the psuedo-random 
FIG. 1 is a block type schematic diagram of a space- binary pulse sequences. These code pulse sequences are 
craft ranging system and testing apparatus constructed 25 generated by shift registers located in the generator 17, 
in accordance with the present invention for testing such the vertical transitions in the clock signal supplied by the 
system; generator 16 controlling the shifting action. The range 
FIGS. 2A and 2B are graphs representing the fre- code signals generated by generator I7 are supplied to 
quency spectrum of a modulated radio-frequency carrier the carrier modulator portion of the ground station trans- 
signal before and after the occurrence of Doppler effect; 30 mitting equipment. Such portion includes a phase modu- 
FIG. 3 is a graph of Doppler frequency shift versus lator 18 which is receiving an intermediate-frequency 
time for a representative spaceoraft orbital flight pattern; carrier signal having a frequency which is a multiple of 
and the master oscillator frequency f.,. Such intermediate- 
FIG. 4 is a more detailed block diagram of the testing frequency carrier is provided by a frequency multiplier 
apparatus of FIG. 1. 35 circuit 19. The range code signals from generator 17 
serve to phase modulate the carrier signal supplied by 
multiplier 19. The resulting modulated carrier signal is 
multiplied in frequency by a frequency multiplier circuit 
Referring to FIG. 1 of the drawings, there are shown 20 and amplified by a power amplifier circuit 21. The 
the principal elements of a code type spacecraft ranging 40 carrier frequency ft appearing at  the output of amplifier 
system, together with a representative embodiment of a 21 is, for example, 2000 megahertz. In actual spacefiight 
testing apparatus constructed in accordance with the use, such modulated radio-frequency carrier signal ap- 
present invention for testing such ranging system. The pearing at  the output of amplifier 21 would be supplied 
ranging system includes ground station equipment 10 to the ground station transmitting antenna and trans- 
and a space flight transponder 11. In use, the transponder 45 mitted to the distant spacecraft. 
11 would be mounted on board a spacecraft which is When the transmitted signal is received by the space- 
moving through space. During the testing process, the craft transponder, such transponder demodulates or de- 
transponder 11 is located on the ground at  the same place tects the range code modulation signal. Such detected 
as the ground station equipment 10. The testing apparatus signal is then used by the transponder to modulate a 
is comprised of a dynamic Doppler simulator unit 12 5o coherent down-link radio-frequency carrier signal gen- 
which is connected between the ground station equipment erated in the transmitting portion of the transponder. The 
10 and the spacecraft transponder 11 during the testing frequency of the down-link carrier signal is slightly dif- 
process. ferent from the frequency of the up-link carrier signal 
transmitted by the ground station. The down-link carrier 
55 frequency may be, for example, 24W221 times the DESCRIPTION OF SPACECRAFT RANGING 
SYSTEM frequency of the up-link carrier signal. The modulated 
me spacecraft ranging system shown in FIG. 1 is down-link carrier signal is transmitted by the transponder 
typical of the types of ranging and co-u~cations sys- transmitter back to the ground station receiving antenna. 
tems in connection with which the present invention is The receiver portion of the ground station equipment 
useful. Such ranging system is a so-called pseudo-random 60 10 indudes receiver R.F. and I.F. circuits 22 which, in 
ranging system and will be used by the National A ~ ~ ~ -  spacefiight use, are connected to the receiving antenna. 
nautics and space Administration (NASA) in connection Such circuits 22 Serve to demodulate the received radio- 
with their Apollo “man on the moon” program. The sys- frequency (R.F.1 signal and to Supply the detected range 
tern will provide a continuous running indication of the code signals to a clock Signal detector and correlator 23. 
instantaneous distance of the spacecraft from the ground 65 Also supplied to the clock Signal detector and correlator 
station, even at distances well in excess of the distance 23 are locanY-generated range code signals which are 
between the ea& and the moon. The ranging system is generated by a receiver code generator 2 
capable of measuring the distance to the spacecraft to coding of these local code signals are identical to that 
within ~ 1 5  meters, even at the nominal lunar distance Of the originaWtransmitted code SigXtlS. Clock signal 
of 215,00101 nautical miles. 7o detector and correlator 23 operates to mix the locally- 
The ground station equipment 10 generates a group generated signals with the incoming received signals to 
of pseudo-random binary pulse sequences to form a range detect or recover the clock signal compnent of the in- 
code signal. The range code signal is then phase modulated coming received signals. This recovered clock signal is 
onto a radio-frequency carrier signal which is transmitted used to drive a receiver clock generator 25 by way of a 
tO the spacecraft, The  transponder 18 in the spacecraft 75 switch 26. The output of the receiver clock generator 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION O F  THE DRAWINGS 




25 is a square-wave signd having a frequency which 
is the same as the frequency of the recovered dock signal 
This clo& signal generated by generator 25 is supplied 
$0 the receiver code generator 24 for driving the shift 
yegistfirs therein which are producing the locally-generated 
code signals. Since such clock signal was derived from 
the incoming signal, this establishes phase or bit timing 
synohronrsrn between the incoming and locally-generated 
code signals. 
step with the transmitter code generator 17 such that the 
binary sequences generated by the two generators are 
4dmtical in dme with one another. This synchronism 
is provided by supplying synchronizing signals from the 
transmitter code generator 17 to the receiver code gen- 
erator 24 by way a f  circuit oonnection 27 and switch 28. 
In order to determine &e round-trip propagation time 
fer the incomia code, switch 28 is opened and the 
locdly-generated code sequence is time shifted in a step 
by step manner until it is in agreement with the incoming 
code sequence. Such agreement causes the correlator 23 
to produce a maximum correlation signal. This produces 
a control signal which is supplied by the correlator 23 
$0 a program control unit 29a. Unit 29a thereupon supplies 
to >the receiver code generator 24 a signal which causes 
the receiver code generator 24 to supply to a range 
counter 29b a digital signal representing the number of 
bit shifts xequiredof the locally-generated code sequence in 
arder to produce the maximum correlation signal. This 
digital signal represents the distance or range of the 
spacecraft at the beginning of the correlation process. 
Since as much as some 60 seconds may be required 
to complete 'the cordation process, the initial range 
measurement will be slightly out of date at the time it 
is supplied to the range couhter 29b if the spacecraft has 
undergone any net movement toward or away from the 
ground station during sach 60 second time interval. This 
is taken into account and the range counter reading is 
conthuously up-dated by means of a clock Doppler de- 
tector 30. The dock Doppler detector 30 compares the 
output of the receiver clock generator 25 (which is of the 
same frequency as the incoming clock component) with 
the output of the transmitter clock generator 16 (which 
is of the same frequency as the transmitted clock com- 
ponent) and determines the rate of ohange of range of 
the spacecraft or, in other words, the velocity of the 
spacecraft. This is determined from the difference in 
frequency or Doppler shift of the received clock oompo- 
nent relative to the transmitted clock component. Such 
Doppler shift is proportional to the spacecraft velocity. 
This velocity measurement is continuously integrated 
by a suitable integrator circuit in the detector 3Q and the 
htegrk'ted signal is used to trigger a pulse generator 
in the detector 30 each time it reaches a value representing 
B selected distance increment. The pulse generator pulses 
are supplied to the range counter 29b to pmvide a 
measure of the distance traveled by the spacecraft during 
the t h e  required for the code acquisition or correlation 
process. These Doppler detector pulses are supplied to 
the range counter 29b by way of a switch 31, which 
at this time is in its closed position. Since the spacecraft 
range <may decrease as well as increase, detector 30 and 
counter 29b are constructed to provide for bi-directional 
opera~oon of counter 29b. 
After the acquisition or correlation process has been 
completed, the range counter 29b is switched from the 
clock Doppler detector 30 to a radio-frequency (R.F.) 
Doppler detector 32. The R.F. Doppler detector 32 com- 
pares an intermediate-frequency value of the incoming 
R.F. carrier, as obtained from the 'circuit 22, with the 
signal generated by master oscillator 15. In the absense 
Of any D q p l e r  shift, this intermediate-frequency carrier 
valw would be the same as the frequency of the signal 
from master oscillator 15. As for the dock Doppler, the 
R.F. Doppler shift is also proportional to the spacecraft 
Initially, the receiver code generator 
6 
velocity. This R.F. Doppler shift is detected by the de- 
tector 32, integrated and used to trigger a pulse generator 
(these latter circuits also being included in &e detector 
32) in a similar maMW as for the clock Doppler detectar 
30. The resulting pulses are supplied by way of a switch 
33 to the range counter 29b. Because of the higher 
frequency of the R.F. carrier, the measurements provided 
by the R.F. Doppler detector 32 are of a mnch finer 
resolution. For example, the R.F. Doppler detector 3% 
10 may be constructed to produce an output puke for each 
one-meter change in spacecraft range, while the dock 
Doppler detector 30 may be constructed 'to pr5ide an 
output pulse for each 75-meter change in spacecraEt 
range. 
During an actual spaceflight, the ranging system of 
FIG. 1 is operated in the following general manner. The 
equipment is turned on and the transmitter p o h n  i s  
allowed to transmit range code signals to the spacecraft. 
Switch 26 is initially set to its upper position (opposite 
20 of that shown in drawing), switch 28 is initially closed, 
switch 31 is initially closed and switch 33 is initially open. 
This condition is allowed to continue for a short interval 
of time to allow the receiver clock generator 25 to 
fall into synchmism with the transmitter clock generator 
25 16 and to allow the receiver code generator 24 to fall 
into synchronism with the transmitter code generator 17. 
Following this initial setup procedure, &e range 
ummter P9b is reset to zero. At that same instant, the 
switch 26 is placed in its lower position (position shown 
30 in the drawing) and switch 28 is opened. This starts the 
acquisition or correlation process. At the same time, the 
range counter 2% commences to count the pulses hom 
clock Dopp€er detecter 30. A short time thereafter, the 
receiver code generator 24 establishes maximum oorrela- 
35 tion with the incoming code signal being received back 
from the spacecraft. At this time, the digital signal rep- 
resenting the initial range measurement is transferred to 
tlre range counter 29b. As soon as that is done, switch 
31 is opened and switch 33 is closed 'to enable the range 
40 counter 296 to commence 'the counting of the finer reso- 
lution distance pulses from the R.F. Doppler detector 32. 
The resetting of the counter 2% to zero and the opening 
and closing or switching of the various switches is con- 
trolled by the program control unit 2%. 
After the correlation process has been completed and 
the ground station equipment 10 switched over to R.F. 
Doppler operation, the transmitter code generator 17 
can, if desired, be turned off because only the R.F. car- 
rier itself is being used during this phase d the oper- 
60 ation. Such R F .  carrier Doppler detection will provide 
continuous real-time up-dating of the range counter 29b 
until such time as it may again become desirable to re- 
peat the code correlation process. 
DISCUSSION OF DOPPLER EFFECT 
Where relative movement is occurring between a radio 
transmitter and a radio receiver, the frequency of the 
signal received at the receiver differs from the frequency 
of the transmitted signal because of the so-called Dopp- 
613 ler effect. The frequency ob the signal received at the 








c=velocity of light 
V,=relative velocity between transmitter and receiver 
The velocity factor V, is taken as positive if the tram- 
mitter and receiver are approaching one another and 
negative if the transmitter and receiver are receding from 
75 One another. The relative velocity i s  the velocity Compo- 
3,471,858 
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nent directed in a radial or straight line direction from 
one to the other of the two objects. 
As an example of a typical application of the present 
invention, the Doppler effect on the spacecraft ranging 
system of FIG. 1 will now be considered. The following 
analysis will consider in detail only the carrier compo- 
nent of the modulated radio-frequency signal. It will then 
be explained how the analysis can be extended to the 
other frequency components of the transmitted radio- 
Assuming that the ground station transmitter transmits 
a radio-frequency carrier component of frequency ft, 
the frequency of the carrier component received at the 
spacecraft is described by the following expression: 
frequency signal. 10 
frs-f t f fdu 
where: 
frs=carrier frequency received at spacecraft 
ft=carrier frequency transmitted by ground station fdu=up-lik Doppler shift 20 
(hu=.f 
As previously indicated, the spacecraft transponder 
unit 11 operates to demodulate the received signal and to 25 
remodulate the detected modulation signal onto a new 
radio-frequency carrier signal. Thus, the R.F. carrier 
component transmitted by the spacecraft transponder is 
described by the following expression: 
nr. 
( 3 )  
where: 
f&=carrier frequency transmitted by spacecraft 
m=transponder ratio (m=ft,/f,,). 
In a typical case, the factor “m” is equal to 1.086. Thus, 
the transmitted carrier component is just slightly higher 
in frequency than was the received carrier component. 
The reason for the frequency shift in the transponder 
is that the FIG. 1 system is a continuous wave (C.W.) 40 
type of system. Thus, it is necessary that the down-link 
frequency be slightly different in order to operate both 
transmitter and receiver continuously. 
The down-link carrier component as received at the 
ground station is described by the following expression: 45 
where: 
frg=carrier frequency received at ground station 
fdd=dOWn-hk Doppler Shift (fdd=&du) 50 
Equation 4 shows the various factors which enter into the 
overall process and cause the ground station received 
frequency to differ from the original ground station trans- 
mitted frequency. 
The ground station received frequency of the carrier 
component can also be expressed by the following rela- 
tionship: .- 
35 
frg=m(ft+fdu) +fdd (4) 
55 
(5) BO 
This shows in a direct manner the effect of the space- 
craft velocity on the received frequency. 
The round-trip Doppler frequency shift of the carrier 
component is described by the following expression: 
where fd=round trip Doppler shift. 
This is the Doppler change or shift in frequency experi- 
enced in going from ground station to spacecraft and 
then back to the ground station again. This round-trip 70 
change can also be described in terms of the spacecraft 
velocity by the expression: 
The foregoing analysis only applies to the carrier com- 
ponent of the modulated radio-frequency signal. To ob- 
tain the overall picture, the same type of analysis must 
be separately applied to each of the individual sideband 
frequency components of %the transmitted signal. The 
reason for this can be seen from Equations 5 and 7. As 
there seen, both the final frequency (Equation 5 )  and 
the change in frequency (Equation 7) are dependent 
on the value of the frequency originally transmitted. In 
other words, since the frequencies of the different side- 
band components are different, the Doppler effect on 
such components is different. 
Referring to FIG. 2A, there is shown a typical fre- 
quency spectrum for a ranging system of the type shown 
in FIG. 1. The horizontal axis is scaled in terms of fre- 
quency units and the vertical #axis is scaled in terms of 
power units. FIG. 2A shows the spectrum of the signal 
as it is transmitted from the ground station. The carrier 
component is indicated at 40. The upper and lower side- 
band components produced by the clock frequency com- 
ponent of the modulation signal are indicated tat 41 and 
42, respectively. The remainder of the sideband compo- 
nents depicted in FIG. 2A are produced by one of the 
range code components of the modulation signal. This is 
a periodic range code component having a repetition fre- 
quency of, for example, of the clock signal frequency. 
It produces spectral components at 411, %I, 5/41, et cetera, 
of the clock frequency. The actual Apollo ranging system 
will use four different range code components or sub- 
codes, but for sake of simplicity only one of these will be 
considered herein. The null points indicated at 43 and 
44 are determined by the range code bit width which, in 
the present example, is equal to one-half the clock period. 
Thus, the frequency span from the carrier component 
indicated at 40 to the first upper null point 43 is equal 
to 2fc. Since the frequency spectrum is symmetrical, this 
will be used as a measure of the width of the spectrum. 
FIG. 2B shows the corresponding frequency spectrum 
of the modulated radio-frequency signal received back 
at the ground station after transmission to and from 
the spacecraft. One simplifying assumption was made 
in constructing FIG. 2B. It was assumed that the trans- 
ponder ratio “m” was equal to unity. The spectrum of 
FIG. 2B is approximately the same as that of FIG. 2A 
except that the entire spectrum has been shifted upwardly 
in frequency by an amount “fd” because of the Doppler 
effect. (The upward shift assnmes a “closing” velocity, 
that is, that the spacecraft is lapproaching the ground 
station.) A typical maximum value for the round-trip 
Doppler shift “fa” at earth escape velocity is about 200 
kilohertz. 
In addition to the overall shifting of the spectrum, the 
width of the spectrum of FIG. 2B is changed. This is 
indicated by the fact that the frequency span between 
the carrier component indicated at 40u and the first upper 
null indicated at 43u is now k(2fc). This “k” factor is a 
Doppler effect factor which is dependent on the space- 
craft velocity. Its magnitude is indicated by the (bracketed 
portion of Equation 5 .  
If account is to be taken of the fact that the trans- 
ponder ratio “m” is not quite equal to unity, then the 
mathematics becomes a bit more complicated. The over- 
all general effect, however, remains the same. The spec. 
trum is shifted in frequency and the width of the spectrum 
is changed by the Doppler effect. (FIG. 2B can be made 
to include the transponder ratio by substituting the quan- 
tity “mf(’ for the quantity “ft.”) 
FIG. 3 is a graph showing an example of the way in 
which the Doppler frequency shift might vary with time 
for the case of a moving spacecraft. Curve 45 of FIG. 3 
represents the Doppler shift variation for the case of 
spacecraft in orbit around the earth. It is assumed that 
the spacecraft is passing from one horizon to the other 
and during such journey passes over the ground station. 
When the spacecraft first appears on the horizon, its radial 
3,471,858 
component of velocity relative to the ground station 
is relatively large. Since this is a closing velocity, a 
relatively large positive Dcppler shift is produced, as 
represented by the left-hand portion of curve 45. As the 
spacecraft approaches the ground station the magnitude 
of the shift decreases. It becomes zero at that instant 
when the spacecraft is directly overhead. As the space- 
craft recedes from the ground station toward the oppo- 
site horizon, the magnitude of the Doppler shift begins 
to increase again, this time in a negative direction (de- 
noting a decrease in frequency) because the velocity is 
an opening velocity. 
The effect on the spectrum of FIG. 2B of a time 
variation in the Doppler effect of the type depicted in 
FIG. 3 is that the spectrum will initially have a maximum 
upward shift and will subsequently shift to the left until 
the spectrum reaches the limit on the low frequency 
side of the original transmitted carrier frequency ft. At 
the same time, the width of the frequency spectrum will 
be changing from a maximum expanded value when the 
spacecraft first appears on the horizon, to its original 
transmitted value when the spacecraft is directly over- 
head and finally to its maximum contracted value (mini- 
mum width) when the spacecraft reaches the opposite 
horizon. 
DESCRIPTION OF DOPPLER SIMULATOR 
TESTING APPARATUS 
Returning now to FIG. 1, there is shown dynamic 
Doppler simulator apparatus 12 for testing the space- 
craft ranging equipment in a manner which simulates the 
Doppler effects which are encountered during actual space 
flight. Such apparatus 12 includes a first frequency trans- 
lation means represented by an up-link R.F. Doppler 
simulator 50 for shifting the frequency of the radio- 
frequency signal by an amount representing the up-link 
Doppler effect on the carrier component thereof. The 
input side of the simulator 50 is coupled to the ground 
station transmitter amplifier 21 by way of a signal con- 
necting link 51, while the output side of simulator 50 
is coupled to the receiver portion of the spacecraft trans- 
ponder 11 by means of ,a signal connecting link 52. 
These connecting links 51 and 52 may take the form of 
either coaxial cables or wave guide elements. The simu- 
lator 50 is also coupled to the master oscillator 15 by way 
of a connecting link 53 during the testing process. The 
connection is made lat a circuit connection point 54 which 
is located at the output of the oscillator 15. 
The dynamic Doppler simulator apparatus 12 also in- 
cludes a second frequency translation means represented 
by a down-link R.F. Doppler simulator 55 for shifting the 
frequency of the returning radio-frequency signal by an 
amount representing the down-link Doppler effect on the 
carrier component of such signal. The input side of the 
simulator 55 is coupled to the transmitting portion of the 
spacecraft transponder 11 by way of a connecting link 56, 
while the output side of the simulator 55 is coupled to the 
ground station receiver R.F. and I.F. circuits 22 by way 
of a connecting link 57. These Connecting links 56 and 57 
may take the form of either coaxial cables or wave guide 
elements. The simulator 55 is also coupled to the master 
oscillator 15 by way of the connecting link 53. 
The dynamic Doppler simulator apparatus 12 further 
includes control circuit means represented by a Doppler 
control unit 58 which is coupled to the simulator 50 for 
supplying thereto an analog type control signal for varying 
the frequency shift produced in the R.F. simulator 50 as 
a function of time in a manner corresponding to a typical 
variation in spacecraft velocity. A signal from the simu- 
lator 50 is supplied to the simulator 55 for varying the 
frequency shift therein in a corresponding manner. 
The Doppler simulator apparatus 12 also includes a 
code Doppler and range delay simulator unit 60. This 
simulator unit 60 includes signal-modifying circuit means 
for shifting the frequency of the modulation signal fre- 
18 
quency components by an amount representing the corre- 
sponding Doppler effects on the R.F. carrier sidebands 
produced by such modulation components. This signal- 
modifying circuit means is coupled to the modulation sig- 
nal generating portion of the ground station transmitting 
equipment by way of signal connecting links 61 and 62. 
These connecting links 61 and 62 run to circuit connection 
points 63 and 64, respectively, which are located inter- 
mediate the transmitter clock generator 16 and the trans- 
10 mitter code generator 17. During the testing process, the 
normal connecting link 65 between points 63 and 64 is 
removed. 
The simulator 60 also includes time delay means for 
causing a time delayed modulation signal to be supplied to 
15 the carrier modulator portion of the ground station trans- 
mitting equipment. This time delay means is for the pur- 
pose of producing a time delay Corresponding to a radio 
wave propagation time which might be encountered under 
actual space flight conditions. Such time delay means is 
20 coupled to the modulation signal generating portion of the 
ground station transmitting equipment by way of signal 
connecting links 66 and 67. In particular, these links 66 
and 67 are connected to circuit connection points 68 and 
69, respectively, which are located intermediate the trans- 
525 mitter code generator 17 and the phase modulator 18. 
During the testing process, the connecting link 70 nor- 
mally located between the connection points 68 and 69 
is removed. 
Referring now to FIG. 4 of the drawings, there is shown 
30 in greater detail the manner of construction of various 
portions of the dynamic Doppler simulator apparatus 12. 
As will be seen, there are used various mixer circuits for 
mixing or heterodyning two different signals to produce 
sum-frequency and difference-frequency output signals. 
85 Each of these mixer circuits is a balanced mixer or bal- 
anced modulator circuit. This serves to suppress the 
“carrier” component and to pass only the sum and differ- 
ence or upper and lower sideband components. Each of 
the mixer circuits also includes a sideband filter for select- 
40 ing the upper sideband and suppressing the lower side- 
band or vice versa. 
As seen in FIG. 4, the up-link R.F. Dopper simulator 
50 includes a mixer circuit 71 to which is supplied the 
modulated radio-frequency signal appearing at the output 
45 of transmitter amplifier 21. The fo signal from the master 
oscillator 15 is supplied to a second input of the mixer 71 
by way of an amplifier 72. Mixer 71 heterodynes these two 
sets of input signals to produce sum and difference-fre- 
quency signals. The difference-frequency signals are se- 
50 lected by the sideband filter in the mixer 71 and passed to 
a second mixer circuit 73. The f, signal appearing at 
the output of amplifier 72 is also supplied to a 16:l fre- 
quency divider circuit 74. The resulting signal having a 
frequency of one-sixteenth f, appearing at the output of 
55 divider 74 is supplied to a first input of a mixer 75. The f,, 
signal from amplifier 72 is supplied to a second input of 
the mixer 75. The sideband filter in mixer 75 selects the 
sum-frequency signal (1%~ f,) and supplies it to a further 
mixer circuit 76. Supplied to the second input of mixer 
80 76 is a signal generated by a voltage controlled oscillator 
circuit 77. 
This VCO circuit 77 is a stable oscillator circuit which 
is centered nominally at a frequency of +&3 f,. An analog 
voltage signal is supplied to the control voltage terminal 
65 of the VCO circuit 77 by the Doppler control unit 58. This 
control voltage drives the VCO 77 to a frequency of 
(f/16.-fd,) where fd, simulates the desired up-link R.F. 
Doppler shift. The change in frequency of the signal from 
VCO 77, namely, the fa, component, will vary in propor- 
70 tion to the variations in the control voltage from the 
Doppler control unit 58. A negative sign is used for fdu 
for the case of a closing spacecraft velocity and a positive 
sign is used for the case of an opening spacecraft velocity. 
(This polarity convention is reversed in the mixer 76.) 
The mixer 76 mixes the two input signals supplied 15 
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thereto and selects the difference signal to produce an reflection through a moving line graph which varies with 
output signal of frequency (fo+fd,). This output signal is time. The analog output signal from a photo cell which 
supplied to the second input of the mixer 73. Mixer 73 responds to this reflected light then constitutes the anaIog 
mixes the two signals supplied thereto and selects the control voltage. By using different line graphs, different 
sum-frequency sideband components to produce an output spacecraft fight patterns and orbits can be simulated. 
signal having a carrier component of frequency (ft+fd,). Where a digital computer is available at the ground 
This output signal is a modulated R.F. signal correspond- station location, an alternative approach can be used to 
ing to the original modulated R.F. signal supplied by con- generate the analog control voltage. In particular, the 
necting link 51 to mixer 71 except that the carrier compo- digital computer can be used to drive a digital-to-analog 
nent and each of the sideband components have been 10 converter, the output of which is used as the analog con- 
translated or shifted in frequency by an amount f d p  Thus, trol voltage. This would provide the same flexibility in that 
the frequency spectrum of the signal is shifted as a whole. the computer can be programmed to simulate a wide 
This translation operation does not change the width of variety of flight patterns. 
the frequency spectrum. It only shifts the frequency spec- Considering now the details of the code Doppler and 
trum as a whole in an upward or downward direction 15 range delay simulator unit 60 as shown in FIG. 4, such 
frequencywise. simulator unit 60 includes signal-modifying circuit means 
The down-link R.F. Doppler simulator 55 is of an for simulating the Doppler effect changes of the band- 
approximately similar construction and operates in an width of the signal spectrum and time delay means for 
approximately similar manner except that the magnitude simulating the radio wave propagation time between 
of the Doppler shift, in this case the down-link Doppler 20 ground station and spacecraft. Considering first the signal- 
shift “fdd,” is slightly different since the spacecraft trans- modifying circuit means, such circuit means intercepts 
mitted radio frequency is different from the ground the clock signal from generator 16 before it reaches the 
station transmitter frequency by the transponder ratio transmitter code generator 17, shifts its frequency in pro- 
“m,” where m=f%/f,,. In particular, the incoming trans- portion to the Doppler effect, and then supplies the shifted 
ponder signal of frequency fB being supplied thereto by 25 frequency clock signal to the transmitter code generator 
way of the connecting link 56 is supplied to a first mixer 17 for use as the signal which drives such code gen- 
circuit 78. The f, signal is supplied by way of an ampli- erator 17. To this end, the intercepted clock signal of 
fier 79a to a frequency multiplier 796. Frequency multi- frequency f, is supplied by way of the connecting link 61 
plier 79b multiplies the frequency of this signal by the to an amplifier 85 located in the simulator unit 60. The 
transponder ratio factor “m.” This mf, signal is supplied 30 amplified f, signal is supplied to the first input of a 
to a second input of the mixer 78, The difference frequency mixer circuit 86. The master oscillator signal of frequency 
or lower sidebands are selected in the mixer 78 and f, is supplied by way of the connecting lmk 53 to a f r e  
supplied to a mixer 80. The mf, signal from frequency quency divider 87 which divides the signal frequency by 
multiplier 79b is also supplied to a 16:l frequency di- a factor of “n.” 
vider circuit 81 and the resulting mf,/16 signal is supplied 35 For one-way Doppler simulation, the factor ‘‘n? is 
to a mixer circuit 82. Such circuit 82 mixes the mf0/16 equal to the ratio of the R.F. carrier frequency ft to the 
signal with the mf, signal from multiplier 79b and selects clock frequency f,. For the assumed values of 2000 
the sum-frequency component of mf, and supplies megahertz and 500 kilohertz, this gives for “n” a value 
such component to a mixer circuit 83. The stable voltage of 4000. For two-way or round-trip Doppler simulation, 
controlled oscillator circuit 77 in the up-link Doppler 40 a value of 2000 is used for “n.” This doubles the Doppler 
simulator unit supplies a signal of frequency of shift of the clock frequency sidebands to take into ac- 
count both the going and coming Doppler shifts. 
( f d  1 6-fdu) The resulting signal of frequency f,/n from the divider 
to a frequency multiplier 84 which multiplies the fre- 87 is supplied to the second input of the mixer 86. The 
quency of such signal by the transponder ratio factor 45 difference frequency signal component is selected by the 
“m.” This multiplied signal is then supplied to a second mixer 86 and supplied to a further mixer 88. The 
input of the mixer 83. Since V c o  circuit 77 is controlled (foffd”) signal produced by mixer 76 of the R.F. Dopp- 
by the analog control voltage from the Doppler control ler simulator 50 is supplied by way of a circuit con- 
unit 58, this determines the value of the down-link Dopp- nection or connecting link 89 to a second frequency 
ler shift component “fa; since fdd=mfdu. Mixer 83 60 divider 90 in the unit 60. This frequency divider 90 alFo 
selects the lower sideband (difference frequency) signal divides by a factor of “n.” This is the same “n” factor 
(mfo+mfd,,) and supplies it to the second input of the as for the divider 87. Both the divider 87 and the divider 
mixer 80. Mixer 80 selects the upper sideband compo- 90 may be frequency counter types of circuits. The re- 
nents of the two signals supplied thereto to produce the duced frequency signal from divider 90 is supplied to the 
resulting output signal which is supplied by way of the 56 second input of the mixer 88. The sum frequency com- 
connecting link 57 to the ground station receiver R.F. ponent is selected by the mixer 88 and supplied to a 
and I.F. circuits 22. This signal is a modulated radio- shaper circuit 91. 
frequency carrier signal corresponding to that received 
from the spacecraft except that the frequency spectrum 
of this translated signal has been shifted by an amount 60 
from the spacecraft. The width of the signal spectrum 
is not changed by this translation process. 
The Doppler control unit 58 generates the analog volt- 
age which simulates the variation with time of the up-link 
and down-link Doppler shifts fa, and fad for the selected 
spacecraft flight pattern. For sake of an example, as- 
sume that curve 45 of FIG. 3 represents the desired uu- 
This sum frequency signal is of the form: 
f du 
“fdd)) relative to the spectrum of the signal transmitted fc+, 
85 
The second term in this equation represents the desired 
Doppler shift for the clock frequency component of the 
modulation signal before such signal is supplied to the 
R.F. modulator section of the transmitter. Thus, the 
desired Doppler shift of the clock signal can be represented 
by “fdc)) and is given by the following expression: 
link Doppler frequency shift. In-this case, the Dopplk 
control unit 58 would need to generate a voltage which 70 
varies with time in the same manner as the frequency 
shift variation depicted in FIG. 3. Such a voltage vari- 
ation can be produced by including in the control unit 58 
a so-called optical line follower unit. Such a unit em- 
&ys an optical tracking unit which responds to light 75 of that value for two-way Doppler simulation. 
fdc =fd. 
n (9) 
As discussed, the value of “n” is equal to the ratio of 
the R.F. carrier frequency ft  to the clock frequency f, 
for one-way Doppler simulation and is equal to one-half 
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The shaper circuit 91 converts the signal from mixer 
88 into a square-wave signal of the same frequency. This 
square-wave signal is supplied by way of the connecting 
link 62 to the input of the transmitter code generator 17. 
Considering now the time delay means included in tha 
simulator unit 60 for simulating the radio wave propaga- 
tion time, such means includes an adjustable time delay 
unit 92. Adjustment of the time delay provided by the 
unit 92 is made by means of an associated control knob 
93. Such time delay unit 92 is connected by means of the 
connecting links 66 and 67 so as to be in series intermedi- 
ate the transmitter code generator 17 and the modulation 
input of the phase modulator 18. As such, it serves to 
impart a time delay to the range code signals which simu- 
lates the spacecraft range or separation distance from the 
ground station. At lunar distances, the round-trip propaga- 
tion time delay experienced by the radio signal will a p  
proach 3 seconds (2.66 seconds for a nominal lunar dis- 
tance of 215,000 nautical miles). Since it is desired to 
simulate a variety of different spacecraft ranges, the time 
delay unit 92 is of the adjustable type. Thus, adjustment of 
the control knob 93 serves to adjust the time delay im- 
parted to the signal passing through fhe delay unit 92. 
Various types of time delay devices may be used in the 
time dday unit 92. Perhaps the simpliest form of delay 
device is a tapped delay line. The taps should be close 
enough, time-wise, to provide the desired increments in 
time delay change. A more sophisticated technique which 
can be used includes the use of a digital type of delay sys- 
tem. This involves the use of a digital shift register having 
a length (i.e., number of stages) sufficient to provide the 
desired time delay between the time the signal enters the 
shift register and the time that it leaves the shift register. 
Such register would be provided with intermediate outputs 
to provide different values of time delay. 
For the Apollo pseudo-random ranging system of the 
type shown in FIG. 1, the time delay requirements of the 
delay unit 92 are not as severe as might otherwise be the 
case. This results from the use of a series of relatively 
short subcode components to simulate a binary code 
sequence of much greater length. Thus, by providing rela- 
tively short time delays for each of the individual sub- 
code components, a much longer range time delay is 
simulated. For example, for the four particular subcodes 
which will be used in the Apollo system, it is possible to 
simulate a range time delay of 0.75 second by individ- 
ually delaying each of the individual subcode components 
by amounts of 65 microseconds and less. In this type of 
system, the time delay unit 92 includes a plurality of 
separate time delay devices, there being one for each of 
the individual subcode components. 
As a further refinement, the time delay unit 92 can be 
provided with additional circuitry for providing auto- 
matic adjustment of the time delay. Such circuitry would 
include a timing unit for sensing the Doppler shift being 
simulated and adjusting the time delay mechanism to 
simulate a corresponding change in spacecraft range. 
OPERATION OF DOPPLER SIMULATOR 
TESTING APPARAWS 
The dynamic Doppler simulator apparatus 12 is con- 
structed to simulate three different primary eEects. First, 
it is constructed to simulate the range time delay or propa- 
gation time delay experienced by the radio waves in 
traveling from the ground station to the spacecraft and 
back again. This time delay is proportional to the range 
of or distance to the spacecraft. Such time delay is simu- 
lated by the time delay unit 92 (FIG. 4) which operates 
to delay the modulation signals generated by the trans- 
mitter code generator 17 by the appropriate amount be- 
fore they are supplied to the phase modulator 18. It might 
be noted that the time delay of the high frequency R.F. 
carrier component, of itself, is of no practical significance 
in the present system. This is because of the fact that, ex- 

















the next. Thus, it is sufficient to delay the modulation 
signal before it is modulated onto the R.F. carrier. 
The second primary effect which the Doppler simulator 
apparatus 12 is constructed to simulate is the overall shift 
in the frequency spectrum of the transmitted signal caused 
by the Doppler effect. This overall shift is simulated by 
the up-link R.F. Doppler simulator 50 and the down-link 
R.F. Doppler simulator 55. Each of these units 50 and 55 
is a frequency translator or frequency shifter. The up-link 
unit 50 shifts the frequency spectrum by an amount which 
simulates the up-link Doppler effect on the R.F. carrier. 
Similarly, the down-link unit 55 further shifts the fre- 
quency by an amount which simulates the down-link 
Doppler effect on the R.P. carrier. Each of these units 50 
and 55 provides a Doppler shifted signal which is phase 
coherent with the original signal. This results from the use 
of the fo signal produced by the master oscillator 15 
to derive the Doppler frequency shifts produced by the 
units 50 and 55. 
The third primary effect which the Doppler simulator 
apparatus 12 is constructed to simulate is the change in 
width or bandwidth of the radio wave frequency spectrum 
which is caused by the Doppler effect. This change in 
spectrum width is simulated by changing the frequency 
of the clock signal generated by the transmitter clock 
generator 16 before such signal is used to produce the 
other modulation signal components which, in the present 
example, are the range code signals produced by the 
transmitter code generator 17. The clock signal controls 
or determines the bit width of the binary coded signal 
sequences produced by the code generator 17. Thus, chang- 
ing the clock signal frequency also changes the code signal 
bit width or, in other words, the maximum binary bit rate. 
This causes a corresponding change in the width of the 
frequency spectrum of the subsequently produced modu- 
lated R.F. signal. In other words, lowering the frequency 
of a modulation signal component moves the subsequently 
produced sideband component in closer to the R.F. car- 
rier component and raising the frequency of a modula- 
tion signal component moves the resulting R.F. sideband 
component further out from the R.F. carrier frequency. 
The Doppler shifting of the R.F. sideband components 
is made to be phase coherent with the Doppler shifting 
of the R.F. carrier component because the clock fre- 
quency Doppler shift “fdc)’ produced by units 85-91 (FIG. 
4) is derived directly from the carrier Doppler shift signal 
component ‘‘fdw” This is why the signal of frequency 
(fO+fd,) is supplied from the R.F. Doppler unit 50 to the 
code Doppler unit 60 by way of the circuit connection 89. 
Another advantage of deriving the clock signal Doppler 
shift in this manner is that the clock Doppler shift will, 
as a consequence, always vary in direct proportion to the 
R.F. carrier Doppler shift and at  the same rate. Thus, a 
single Doppler control unit, namely, the control unit 58, 
serves to control both the carrier and the sideband Dopp  
ler shifting. 
In order to perform the ground testing of the space- 
craft ranging equipment, the dynamic Doppler simulator 
apparatus 12 is connected to the spacecraft ranging sys- 
tem equipment in the manner depicted in FIG. 1, the nor- 
mal equipment connecting links 65 and 70 being removed. 
The control knob 93 on the time delay unit 92 (FIG. 4) is 
set to the spacecraft range which it is desired to simulate. 
The appropriate program line graph for the particular 
flight pattern which it is desired to simulate is placed in 
the optical tracking unit located in the Doppler control 
unit 58. The preliminary setup of the ground station re- 
ceiver circuits is performed in the manner previously in- 
dicated. The optical tracker located in the Doppler con- 
trol unit 58 is then started. At the desired instant there- 
after, the ground station range counter 29b is reset to 
zero and the code correlation process in the receiver por- 
tion of the equipment is commenced. If the spacecraft 
ranging system is operating properly, then the ground sta- 
tion range counter 29b will provide range measurements 
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which are in agreement with the flight pattern values se- 
lected for the Doppler control unit 58 and the time delay 
unit 92. If there is a significant lack of agreement, when 
the proper remedial steps can be performed before the 
ranging system is put into use for an actual space flight. 
The Doppler simulator testing apparatus of the present 
invention is a flexible type of apparatus which can be 
readily programmed to accommodate a wide variety of 
spacecraft flight patterns. In addition to its use in testing 
spacecraft communications and ranging equipment, the 10 
simulator apparatus can also be used for purposes of 
training ground station personnel in the use of the space- 
craft equipment. It can also be used for practice purposes 
for keeping the performance of the ground station person- 
nel at  a high level of efficiency during extended periods 15 
which may occur between space flights. 
In addition to spacecraft ranging systems, the tech- 
niques of the present invention are also applicable to the 
various other spacecraft communications systems. These 
techniques can, for example, be applied to the spacecraft 20 
PCM data telemetry system, the spacecraft television sys- 
tem, the spacecraft voice (up and down) communications 
system, and the spacecraft emergency voice communica- 
tions system. Where multiple subcarrier signals are in- 
volved, this would involve the frequency shifting of the 25 
individual subcarriers. 
What is claimed is: 
1. Apparatus for testing spacecraft radio frequency 
ranging and communications equipment in a manner 
which simulates actual space flight conditions comprising: 30 
frequency translation means for transferring a modu- 
1 
modukated radio-frequency signal from the first 
transmitting equipment to the second receiving equip- 
ment both of which are stationary relative to one 
another during the testing process, such frequency 
translation means including means for shifting the 
frequency of the radio-frequency carrier by an 
amount representing a Doppler effect which might be 
encountered when at least one of these equipments 
is moving at a spacecraft velocity relative to the 
other; 
signal-modifying circuit means coupled to the modu- 
lation signal generating portion of the first trans- 
mitting equipment for causing a modified modulation 
signal to be supplied to the carrier modulator por- 
tion of such equipment, each frequency component 
of such modified modulation signal having a fre- 
quency shift representing the corresponding Doppler 
effect on the radio-frequency carrier sidebands for 
such frequency component; and 
second frequency translation means for transferring 
a modulated radio-frequency carrier signal from 
the second transmitting equipment to the first 
receiving equipment both of which are stationary 
relative to one another during the testing process, 
such frequency translation means including means 
for shifting the frequency of the radio-frequency 
carrier by an amount representing a Doppler effect 
which might be encountered when at least one of 
these equipments is moving at a spacecraft velocity 
relative to the other. 
5. Apparatus for testing spacecraft radio-frequency 
lated radio-frequency carrier signal from transmitting ranging and communications equipment in a manner 
equipment to separate receiving equipment both of which simulates actual space flight conditions wherein 
which are stationary relative to one another during such equipment includes transmitting equipment for 
the testing process, such frequency translation means 35 transmitting a radio-frequency carrier signal modulated 
including means for shifting the frequency of the by a modulated subcarrier signal and receiving equip- 
radio-frequency carrier by an amount representing ment for receiving such modulated carrier signal compris- 
a Doppler effect which might be encountered when at ing: 
least one of these equipments is moving at a space- frequency translation means for transferring the modus 
craft velocity relative to the other; and lated radio-frequency signal from the transmitting 
signal-modifying circuit means coupled to the modula- equipment to the receiving equipment both of which 
tion signal generating portion of the transmitting are stationary relative to one another during the test- 
equipment for causing a modified modulation signal ing process, such frequency translation means in- 
to be supplied to the carrier modulator portion of cluding means for shifting the frequency of the 
such equipment, each frequency component of such 45 radio-frequency carrier by an ~ K W I ~  representing 
modified modulation signal having a frequency shift a Doppler effect which might be encountered when 
representing the corresponding Doppler effect on the at least one of these equipments is moving at  a 
radio-frequency carrier sidebands for such frequency spacecraft velocity relative to the other; and 
component. signal-modifying circuit means coupled to the modu- 
2. Apparatus in accordance with claim 1 and further 50 lation signal generating portion of the tfiansmitting 
including time delay means for causing a time delayed equipment for shifting the frequency of the sub- 
modulation signal to be supplied to the carrier modulator carrier by an amount representing the correspond- 
portion of the transmitting equipment, such time delay ing Doppler effect on the radio-frequency carrier 
corresponding to a radio wave propagation time which sidebands for such subcarrier component. 
might be encountered when the transmitting and receiv- 55 6. Apparatus for testing spacecraft radio-frequency 
ing equipments are separated by a selected spacecraft-type ranging in a manner which *actual 
separation distance. space flight conditions wherein such equipment includes 
3. Apparatus in accordance with claim 1 and further transmitting equipment having a clock signal generator 
including control circuit means co~pl& to the frequency for generating a clock signal, a code signal generator 
translation means for varying the frequency shift of the 60 driven by the signa1 for generating code si@a1s 
radio-frequency carrier as a function of time in a manner which are related in frequency to the clock signal fre- 
corresponding to a typical veriation in spacecraft velocity, quency and a radio-frequency for producing 
sponsive to a signal from the frequency translation means *e code signals comprising: 
for varying the frequency shifts of the modified modula- 65 frequency translation means for transferring the modu- 
tion signal components in a proportionate manner. lated radio-frequency carrier signal from the trans- 
4. Apparatus for testing spacecraft radio-frequency mitting equipment to separate receiving equipment 
ranging and communications equipment in a manner both of which are stationary relative to one another 
which stimulates actual space flight conditions wherein during the testing process, such frequency transla- 
such equipment includes first transmitting and receiving 70 tion means including meanS for shifting *e fie- 
equipment and second transmitting and receiving equip- quency of the radio-frequency carrier by an amount 
ment which, in use, will be spaced apart from and under- representing a Doppler effect which might be en- 
going spacecraft-type movement relative to one another countered when at least one of these equipments is 
comprising: moving at a spacemaft velocity relative to the other; 
and 
40 
the signal-modifying circuit means of cl&m being re- a radio-frequency carrier signal which is modulated by 
first frequency translation means for transferring a 76 
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signal-modifying circuit means coupled to the clock 
signal generator portion of the transmitting equip- 
ment for shifting the frequency of the colck signal 
by an amount representing the corresponding Dopp- 
ler effect on the radio-frequency carrier sidebands of 
such clock signal. 
7. Apparatus in accordance with claim 6 and further 
including time delay means coupled to the code signal 
generator for time delaying the code signals supplied to 
the radio-frequency modulator, such time delay corre- 
sponding to a radio wave propagation time which might 
be encountered when the transmitting and receiving 
equipments are separated by a selected spacecraft-type 
separation distance. 
8. Apparatus in accordance with claim 6 and further 
including control circuit means coupled to the frequency 
translation means for varying the frequency shift of the 
radiozfrequency carrier as a function of time in a manner 
corresponding to a typical variation in spacecraft veloc- 
ity, the signal-modifying circuit means of claim 6 being 
respopsive to a signal from the frequency translation 
means for varying the frequency shifts of the clock signal 
in a proportionate manner. 
9. Apparatus in accordance with claim 6 wherein the 
signal-modifying circuit means is responsive to a signal 
from the frequency translation means for causing the 
shifted frequency clock signal to be phase coherent with 
the shifted frequency radio-frequency carrier. 
10. Apparatus for testing spacecraft radio-frequency 
ranging equipment in a manner which simulates actual 
space flight conditions wherein such equipment includes 
ground station transmitting equipment having a clock 
signal generator for generating a clock signal, a code sig- 
nal generator driven by the clock signal for generating 
code signals which are related in frequency to the clock 
signal frequency and a radio-frequency modulator for pro- 
ducing a radio-frequency carrier signal which is modu- 
lated by the code signals, ground station receiving equip- 
ment and spacecraft transponder type transmitting and 
receiving equipment, such testing apparatus comprising: 
up-link frequency translation means for transferring the 
B 
modulated radio-frequency carrier signal from the 
ground station transmitting equipment to the space- 
craft receiving equipment both of which are sta- 
tionary relative to one another during the testing 
process, such frequency translation means including 
means for shifting the frequency of the radio-fre- 
quency carrier by an amount representing a Doppler 
effect which might be encountered when the space- 
craft receiving equipment is moving at a spacecraft 
velocity; 
signal-modifying circuit means coupled to the clock 
signal generator portion of the ground station trans- 
mitting equipment for shifting the frequency of the 
clock signal by an amount representing the corre- 
15 sponding round-trip Doppler effect on the radio- 
frequency carrier sidebands of such clock signal; and 
down-link frequency translation means for transferring 
a modulated radio-frequency carrier signal from the 
spacecraft transmitting equipment to the ground sta- 
tion receiving equipment both of which are station- 
ary relative to one another during the testing process, 
such frequency translation means including means 
for shifting the frequency of the radio-frequency car- 
rier by an amount representing the Doppler effect 
which would be encountered when the spacecraft 
transmitting equipment is moving at  the same veloc- 
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